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By Steve Stone

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 259 pages. Time travel. Achieved top 100 Kindle
bestseller status in sci-fi, military and war. Check out the storyline, and the great reviews below;25
April 2017. Post-Obama, Colonel Lance Tucker is Commander of the next generation X-33 space
shuttle Intrepid, for a showpiece midnight launch to the International Space Station. In a New Cold
War, a crisis involving Intrepid has horrific consequences on Earth. Lance hatches a desperate plan
to travel back in time using the shuttle, and change history by preventing its launch. But is time
travel possible How can the necessary fuel be acquired from the Russian-controlled ISS Can the
shuttle and its crew survive the journey back in time And how can General Jack Nelson be
convinced to abort the launch As Lance races against the clock to change history, his actions and
words have unforeseen consequences on everyone. . . . A science fiction adventure, with over 23rds
of the action based on Earth, so will appeal to both action adventure and science fiction fans. 106,
870 words. Reviews; BRILLIANT AND THRILLING AND SO WELL WRITTEN, Intrepid is not your typical
thriller - Steve Stone proves that he is many notches...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough guideline! Its this kind of excellent read. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. Your way of life period will
probably be transform once you complete reading this book.
-- Mrs. Alia Borer-- Mrs. Alia Borer

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of
looking at a created ebook.
-- Mr. Kevin Herzog-- Mr. Kevin Herzog
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